Wheels Rallye Team

WHEELS OF FORTUNE
Definitions
At—In the immediate
proximity of the sign,
location, object or road
described.
Stop Sign—An official
highway sign that contains the word “stop” at
which you are obligated
by law to stop.
Sideroad - A named
road that extends one
way from the road you
are traveling.
End—the end of a name
or numbered street
upon which you are
traveling.
Opportunity—a named
road other than the one
you are traveling.
After—completely past
the referenced object,
sign, street or location.
Tee—Where two roads
meet in the general
shape of the letter T,
where you have a
chance to go left and a
chance to go right but
no chance to go
straight.
Intersection—the meeting or crossing of two or
more named roads.

Welcome to the third Wheels Event of the year, WHEELS OF FORTUNE. This event can be run
on the streets or can be run from home on Google Street View. The object is simple, you drive
along and look for signs that are missing letters and fill in those missing letters as you go. For
example, if you see a sign, “Wildlife Area Ahead”, we may quote it as

P96. “Wildlife - - - - Ahead”
You would simply fill in the letters AREA to complete the quote. No letters are ever skipped
and the amount of letters must coincide with the number of dashes. Fill in on your scoresheet
the letters filled in in the corresponding spaces for them. Each quotation is preceded by a
capital letter P (short for puzzle and a number (P55, P 56, etc.). Signs for the puzzles must be
quoted.
Of course you may not see some, some aren’t here at all, and we have thrown some route
tricks into the course to make it more fun. So read the rest of these general instructions completely to have knowledge on how to run the course.

Route Instructions
You will have route instructions to direct you through the course. This page is your general
instructions which set up the rules of how to run the rallye.
Route instructions give you direct actions to perform and each route instruction is numbered and you should perform the route instructions in ascending consecutive numerical order, beginning with route instruction 1 by physical evidence you see from the course at the
first chance to do unless otherwise stated.
Road segments marked as “No outlet”, “Dead end”, or “Private” are nonexistent. Private
property, driveways, alleys and parking lots are nonexistent. These Prefixes to road names are
irrelevant, old, new, N, S. E, W, north, south, east and west are irrelevant. The words old and/
or new are nonexistent on a sign. St = street =avenue = ave = Tr = Ln= road= trail = boulevard. etc. Obey the law.
Signs will be quoted from left to right top to bottom, Spacing, case type and font are irrelevant. Everything must be spelled correctly. Signs will never appear directly behind. Only signs
will be quoted. Be sure and drive carefully and turn around carefully you don’t want to back
up and put your car in reverse. In addition you should Turn on Home. Punctuation and artwork
are nonexistent on a sign. Don’t use any liquor. Signs may be quoted in full or in part.
A puzzle, indicated by a capital letter P and a number, can be answered from the completion of the route instruction immediately above to the completion of the route instruction immediately below.
Information enclosed in parentheses in the route instructions may be helpful to indicate a
situation or road name but is not an official part of that rallye; i.e. All information enclosed in
parentheses in a route instruction from the first parenthesis to the last parenthesis in the same
route instruction is non-existent. Pick up points will be indicated by double asterisks and the
words Pick Up Point. There are never any gimmicks concerned with pick up points. Left on
Webley. Erse = er.
The obvious route is the route you travel between instructions, it is Right at Tee, straight as
possible.
If you have a chance to do more than one type of instructions at an intersection you should
do th one of highest priority: General Instructions minus the obvious route paragraph, route
instructions, obvious route.

Wheels Of Fortune Route Instructions
1

Start at Woodfield Mall and go West on Golf then Left on Meacham.
P1

“WEIGHT LIMIT - -TONS”

p2

“PUNCH- - - - SOCIAL”

P3

“CHICAGO- - - - -ITALIAN”

2

Right on Beckett then Right on Corsaire.

3

Right at second opportunity.

4

Left on National.
P4

“RIGHT - - - - ENDS”
**Pick Up Point - Southbound on National approaching Schaumburg Road**

5

Right on Schaumburg.
P5

“PLUM - - - - - RD”

P6

“PRARIE CENTER - - - - - - ARTS”

6

Left on Summit.
P7

“SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT 20 ON - - - - - - DAYS WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT”

P8

“END SCHOOL - - - -”

7

Left on Weathersfield.
P9

8

LAU - - - TE
Right on Merlin.

P10
9

“Boy - - - - - - - - op”
Right on Plum Grove.
**Pick Up Point - Southbound on Plum Grove Road from Weathersfield Road**

10

Left on Julie.

11

Left at Stop Sign.
P11

12

Left at first opportunity then turn on Hampshire then Turn on Atlantic.
P12

13

“HAMPSHIR - - - - K”
Left on sideroad (Franklin).

P13
14

“CAUTION HANDI - - - - - - CHILD”

“POTOMA - - - RK”
Easterly on Gibson then Right on Vermont.
***Pick Up Point - Easterly on Vermont approaching Meacham Road**

15.

Right on Meacham Road.

16.

Left on Texas.
**Pick Up Point - Eastbound on Texas from Meacham Road**

P14. “YIE - -”
17. Left on Idaho
18. Right on Utah.
19. Right or Left at Tee.
P15. “NO PARKING - - - - - - DE”
20. Left at Tee
21. Left on Meacham.
**Pick Up Point - Southbound on Meacham approaching Biesterfield Road**
22. Right on Biesterfield.
P16. ‘VILLAGE SM - - - S”
P17. “THE HOME - - - - T”
23. Left on Michigan.
24. Left at end.
P18. “M - - O T CT”
25. Right on Meacham .
26. Left on Cindy (at Virginia).
27. Right on Haise then ignore “No Outlet” at Morgan and go left.
28. Left at Tee.
P19. ”CHAF - - - CT”
P20. “VON BRAUN CLI - - - - D”
29. After passing Mitchell, Make alternate Left/Right turns on to roads specifically designated as a “Trail” or “Tr” until you
get to a road that begins with the letter C, then left on that road that begins with the letter C.
P21. “STOP 2 - - Y “
30. Right at Tee then Left at the first opportunity then East on Nerge then Left on Rohlwing.
31. Left on Timber (comes up fast) then right on Wilma (comes up really fast).
P22. “JOHNS - - - - - K”
**Pick Up Point - Approaching Biesterfield Road from Timber**
32. Left on Biesterfield (don’t speed it’s a speed trap).
P23. “FINES - - - - - R”
P24. “POW - - - - - RK”
33. Left on Meacham.
P25. “Smoke & V - - -”
P26. “LI - - - R”
34. Left into Steak n Shake and end rallye.

